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About This Game

Casual colorful physical puzzle with sweets and explosions.
The goal of the player is to keep the cookies on the chocolate bar for some time to pass the level.

In Chocolate makes you happy :
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Achievements

- Cool Soundtrack
- Sweets

-Colorful art
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if your a fan of some of the other games like honey cam studios and such this game does not live up to the hype its more like a
spreadsheet game. Well, although this mod has very big potencial, nothing really big happened (month and a half after release).
Race mode - nice, work well on original levels, but featured chapter actually hasn't rotated yet. Also "the unknown" mode
doesn't have big level pool, just same levels are appearing in almost every game (here, also difficluty is a factor: some of them
have more levels, some have less). Overall, really fun mode, but since it doesn't offer as much as they said, it's hard for me to
reccomend it. But if you looking only for racing original levels with a friend, it is worth its price.
PS: also, they added optional soundtrack from PS4. I'm not big fan of it, I still prefer original, it's also a factor to consider.. The
screen shake when you fire your gun makes me feel physically ill.

So, no.. pros

+ good looking and detailed graphics
+ puzzles are enjoyable. you can also collect ingridients and make potions
+ creepy atmosphere. i like Louisiana setting
+ voodoo story is intriguing
+ hidden object elements are fun.
+ hint system very helpful
+ there is auto save

cons

- game could have been longer.
- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.
- abrupt cliffhanger ending is rushed and clearly designed to set up a sequel.. You can clearly tell that lots of hard work and
dedication was put into the music, it's one of the best parts of the game because it can go from upbeat jazz to depressing indie
rock.. Mindless Running is a frustrating, poorly thought out platformer. Your goal is to either make it to the end of a level or go
as far as you can, but some characters make it literally impossible. 3/10. UPDATE. The developers added an option to disable
UPNP, so now I can host a game. I will update my review once I get to play! Thanks for that.

Note that the game insists on forwarding a fixed port. Please make this user-configurable? A command line switch, a text
config.ini file, anything. I play on a laptop and a PC, and the only way to host on one or the other is to edit the router settings
each time.. Awesome Game. divertido para passar o tempo
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